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Inauguration of the symposium was symboli-

cally started according to Indian culture by lig-

hting a candle of enlightenment by Dr. E. Brun,

President of IGS, and Dr. M. M. Magnusson,

mous in India and annually attracts thousands

of visitors. Manali and SASE are placed on the

More than participants representing banks of the Beas River, which is known to be

countries gathered in April at the Snow and the final, the most eastern front, reached by

Avalanche Study Establishment (SASE) in the Alexander the Great in BC. This fact is

Indian Himalaya to consider presentations pretty symbolic, because it is well known, that

on topics of all varieties related to the study of one of the first avalanche accounts in history

snow and ice: snowcover, avalanches, glaciers, by the ancients belongs to a description about

isotopes, weather and climate change (refer to Alexander’s army crossing through mountains

some photo-highlights of the ISSA ‘ at the of the Middle East and Hindu Kush to India

Photo Studio of Snow and Ice (Losev, ). His army, exhausted by war and

and for background to Podolskiy ( ) - at frightened of armored Indian war-ele-

the present issue, p. i-ii and p. ). Fifty- phants, simply refused to go beyond the Beas

eight Indian and foreign researches have River and turned back.

introduced their papers in oral and poster Participants commuted to the campus of

presentations (Fig. ). Furthermore, many dis- SASE along this river daily on W-jeeps pro-

tinguished Indian guests have visited and sho- vided by the organizing committee. It is nota-

wed their interest in the symposium. ble that SASE HQ (headquarter) probably is

Most guests arrived at ISSA ‘ from New the largest Asian research center for snow and

Delhi (capital of India, . , largest ur- avalanches and definitely the only research

ban agglomeration) through Bhuntar airport center there you can meet so many soldiers

in Kullu, which is km from Manali (Himchal with guns (lots of attention was paid to se-

Pradesh). The state of Himchal Pradesh is curity of the symposium; even microphones

considered to be the most rural in India ( . were carried by soldiers during the sessions).

of the economy based mostly on pears, apples,

charas and tourism). The small resort city of

Manali ( , m a.s.l.), situated in the Pir Panjal

Range of the Western Himalaya is quite fa- IGS

The International Symposium on Snow and Avalanches,

Manali, India, April

Evgeny A. PODOLSKIY
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Jiro KOMORI
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Symposium opening day, April : (a, e) Inside the Siachen Auditorium; (b) Participants

enjoy refreshments and sunny weather outside the symposium hall, while a security guard

is on watch at the observational tower; (c) highly ceremonial tradition mandala on the

floor made of colored sand and candles; (d) some folk music from Kullu valley musicians.

a b c

d e

secretary general, followed by children’s sing- lanche Formation and Snow Stability, Ava-

ing dedicated to the goddess Mother of Knowl- lanche Forecasting and Mitigation, Avalanche

edge. Welcome speeches were made by sym- Dynamics, Snow Hydrology, Remote Sensing.

posium organizing committee members (Dr. R. Many topics were covered on the first day,

N. Sarwade, Dr. E. Brun, Dr. V.K. Aatre and Dr. starting from advances in radar possibilities for

P. Mathur). After refreshments, accompanied glacier studies (CDeSIS, by Dr. S.P. Gogineni,

by traditional music, dancing and demonstra- who had just arrived from Greenland), moun-

tion of the autonomous flying vehicle tain meteorology, climate change and dirty

(see Photo Studio of Snow and Ice snowfall events over Himalaya Mts. (burning

of this issue, presentations were oil wells of Kuwait during the Persian Gulf

started and lasted till the end of the week (Fig. War in as a possible source were ruled

). Since all abstracts were published before out due to a total absence of sulfates (SO )

the symposium and full papers are expected to and nitrates (NO ); high concentration of dust

be published later this year in proceedings particles and trajectory of ‘western distur-

(some of these in the thematic publication of bance’ suggested a dust storm in Thar Desert

issue “Snow and Ava- as dirty snowfall source (Bhutiyani );

lanches”, No ), we would leave a detailed though it is known, that peak of concentration

description of the symposium’s contents be- in was found in the Dasuopu ice core

yond the scope of the present paper. ISSA ‘ (Kang )), microstructural snow mod-

featured the following sessions: Mountain Me- eling and X-ray computed micro-tomography,

teorology, Snow Properties, Snow Cover, Ava- review of applications of high-resolution pene-

Quadro-

tor

p. i-ii),

Annals of Glaciology et al.,

et al.,

Fig. .
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Some scenes from the symposium banquet, April .

trometry (Snow micro-pen), and even about site ( m a.s.l.). Large avalanche track No

similarities between behavior of gas-turbine with avalanches reaching the opposite slope

materials and snow. In the evening, under every yrs. (volume values up to m )

heavy rain participants traveled to the Hotel were introduced to everyone by Dr. A. Kumar

Ambassador venue for a banquet with ex- (SASE) (Fig. ). After construction completion,

cellent Indian food, traditional music and the new gallery, m long, will be buried un-

dance (Fig. ). der debris for energy absorption. The most

Next morning, April , the mountain slopes frequent avalanches cascade from the right

were covered with a fresh snow, an appropri- part of the track (starting zone is at the glaci-

ate day to feature sessions on snow properties, ated altitude of about m). The ongoing

snow cover, followed by a poster session on all construction is a satellite project for another

kinds of topics (Fig. ). Wednesday morning, one with a larger scale. Avalanche safety in

April , participants traveled about km out- this heavy snowfall region is required to se-

side of Manali to the Solang valley to see an cure roads for construction of the . km Roh-

avalanche tunnel construction site and to the tang highway tunnel (the approach road to the

Dhunhdi field research station ( m a.s.l.) tunnel has avalanche prone sites; avalanche

(Fig. ). For more details about facilities avail- assessment of these and construction of con-

able at SASE, refer to Podolskiy ( ) - at trol structures would be provided by SASE;

the present issue, p. . Sarwade ) to bypass the problematic

Before climbing over a snowy path to the Rohtang pass ( m) on the road between

Dhundhi advance field research station we Manali and Leh, which is closed due to snow

were taken to an avalanche gallery construction and avalanches for half of the year (Fig. ).

et al.

et al.,

Fig. .
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(a, c) A poster session was held at the SASE helipad ( m a.s.

l.), which turned next morning into dirigible hangar (see the

Photo Studio of Snow and Ice at the present

issue, p. i). (b) What was a pleasure was to find out that some-

one had studied the same rare topic you have been trying to

investigate one of ISSA ‘ conveners, Dr. A. Singh (SASE),

has kindly granted to E. A. Podolskiy his paper on avalanches

and earthquakes in Western Himalaya Mts. (Singh and Ganju,

), April .

a

b

c

Fig. .
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Excursion of symposium to the Solang valley, April ; (a) Dr. A. Kumar (SASE) tells

participants about the construction of an avalanche gallery at the avalanche prone site of

the road, which would lead to a projected Rohtang tunnel (Fig. ); (b) the same place:

participants of symposium in front of two avalanche tracks with one run-out zone. The area

of the runout zone ha.

(a) The Rohtang pass ( m) the gateway between Manali and Leh, impassable almost for

half of the year (November May) and killing many local people, who are trying to pass it

by foot while it is still under snow (b). (c) After the Rohtang tunnel project completion,

scheduled for March , this zigzagging road, climbing the slope to the Rohtang pass

would not be needed anymore for transport heading to Lahaul. Photo: April .

a b

ba

c

The project with a value of US$ . b will Ministry of Defense. The tunnel would be the

provide all weather connectivity with the Leh India’s highest ( m), longest and deepest

and Lahaul-Spiti valley. Moreover km re- ( m) one.

duction in distance would be achieved (this An avalanche chute experiment was demon-

corresponds to reduction of e ect of ava- strated to participants at the Dhunhdi station

lanche sites). The Snowy Mountains Engineer- ( m a.s.l.). A snow chute (Fig. ), with a

ing Corporation (Australia) was awarded a total length m and inclination , has

contract to conduct all tunnel work. Their been used for avalanche dynamics studies and

client is the Border Roads Organization, India’s structure testing since (some early snow

Fig. .

Fig. .
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Avalanche chute demonstration at the Dhundhi advanced field research station ( m a.s.l.),

belonging to SASE and placed km from its HQ, April . (a) Sequence of photos showing

avalanche flow in the chute; (b) participants on the avalanche chute people watching from

above were joking, that by pushing the start button now the world’s best avalanche scientists

would be annihilated all at once; (c) everyone was eager to know what were the measurements

velocity m s , impact force t m ; (e) Dr. M. Schneebeli, Dr. J. Schweizer and Dr. D.

Baroudi are looking at a -component force sensor at the run-out zone of the chute; (d, f) The

facility is handled manually, but an idea to automate it is on the way to be realized soon.

a c b

e f

d

Fig. .
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Panel discussion on the last day of ISSA ‘ , April . : Dr.

E. Brun, IGS president, Dr. Prahlada, distinguished scientist and chief controller,

DRDO, Dr. R.N. Sarwade, Director of SASE and Chairman of local organizing

committee, Dr. P. Bartelt and Dr. J. Schweizer, co-chief editors (SLF).

chute tests were done at Kothi, ). The ). Additionally a process of an ice shelf col-

chute is equipped with a video recorder, opti- lapse was discussed by Dr. D.R. MacAyeal with

cal sensors, drag meters and normal impact demonstration of a stunning video of -m

force measuring sensors. Di erent types of waves over glacier generated by

snow and even ping-pong balls were used here calving (strongly recommended video http://

for avalanche dynamics studies. After the www.gi.alaska.edu/ amundson/ june

demonstration, while having our lunch out- withsound.mov was created by Amundson, J.

side under falling snow, we could see the Dhu- M from the Geophysical Institute, Fairbanks,

ndhi advance field research station, which has AK, USA, ).

a building and a meteorological observatory, On Thursday, April, avalanche forecasting,

equipped with: Stevenson’s screen, hydrog- mitigation and dynamics were discussed (the

raph, sunshine recorder, wind vane, albedome- session on avalanche dynamics had the maxi-

ter, snowpack modular, radio based telemetry mum number of talks during the symposium).

system and snow poles. Some participants In the evening, a concert with traditional mu-

would come back here once again a few days sic by famous Bombay musicians was organ-

later because after the symposium a post- ized. Finally, on April the last talks on snow

conference Snow Characterization Workshop hydrology and remote sensing were made, a

was held with lectures and field practice (su- panel discussion held and the symposium was

pervised by H.P. Marshall and M. Schneebeli). closed.

After coming back to SASE HQ, presenta- At the panel discussion, Dr. P. Bartelt and Dr.

tions continued: snow cover properties, ava- J. Schweizer, co-chief editors, thanked organiz-

lanche formation and snow stability were in ers and, particularly, Dr. R.N. Sarwade, Direc-

the focus. Observed increase in dust loading tor of SASE and Chairman, for the wonderful

and decreasing albedo of snow in the Hima- hospitality and experience during the week in

laya were particularly interesting (Singh Manali (Fig. ). The co-chief editors reminded,

From right to left

Jacobshaven

et al.,

Fig. .
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that the is now a thematic avalanche dynamics papers, which is a sig-

journal and no more a proceedings or record of nificant contribution. Moreover there was a

meetings, and that, since Thomson Scientific paper on powder snow avalanche a problem,

has included ISI Proceedings in the Web of which is far from being solved for the moment,

Science, all papers published in the and that an important direction of research for

are now a part of Web of Science as the future (McElwaine and Turnbull, ). His

well). They said that they would do all possi- final remark concerned e orts made by CEMA-

ble, to distribute papers among other editors GREF to compare sensors that were developed

as soon as possible to complete the issue of the over the years by di erent international groups

within the next months. (Baroudi ) this is something ex-

Dr. J. Schweizer, briefly summed up his im- tremely helpful and important, and he hopes to

pression of the meeting. He mentioned an see further research in this direction at follow-

intriguing idea about the dynamical ava- ing IGS symposiums.

lanche hazard maps, which can be very impor- Later Dr. E. Brun commented on two ses-

tant and useful for users, and that they would sions of the day (snow hydrology and remote

be happy to come back one day to see the sensing) and shared his opinion about the gap,

completion of avalanche structures in the area. existing between these two themes.

Dr. P. Bartelt, who had visited Chandigarch Dr. R.N. Sarwade, shared his general impres-

and Mumbai a year before for discussion, ex- sion about the symposium and performance of

pressed gratitude to Dr. R.N. Sarwade for put- SASE in particular. He was sure that field

ting so much e ort and time into manage- observations and experimental work are str-

ment, arrangement and all organizations in- ong sides of SASE, but admitted that commu-

volved into ISSA ‘ . Dr. P. Bartelt stressed nicational, analytical and mathematical mod-

that he was very pleased to witness strong eling skills need to be improved. Also he men-

collaboration e orts between SASE, CRREL tioned, that interaction with foreign institutes

and Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Ava- would help a lot to facilitate the research and

lanche Research (or SLF), and that this is an that all informal contacts of ISSA ‘ would

emergence of something new, not existing be- benefit for a further development and coopera-

fore in the international snow-science commu- tion between scientists.

nity, with so many papers being co-authored by Finally, an eminent guest of symposium,

representatives of so many di erent research aeronautical engineer Dr. Prahlada (DRDO,

centers. Personally, he also mentioned that, he Ministry of Defense, India), who has admitted,

had spent a very enjoyable excursion day at a that he knows how to make things fly, but

snow chute (Fig. ) and that he was sure about nothing about snow, made a very encouraging

its future potential for international joint ex- remark: that snow easily bonds, and that the

perimental work of the avalanche dynamics same, according to his impression, he could

community. Though, Dr. P. Bartelt expressed say about snow scientists, who also bond to-

some worries about application of numerical gether pretty well. And that this is a property

avalanche dynamics models and said that we that snow-scientists borrow from it to know

have to use models in a better way, much more how to mix and join together in such a multi-

carefully, since small mistakes could lead to disciplinary field of science. That was an end

aggravation of mitigation strategies. At the and a good conclusion for the ISSA ‘ , which

same time, he said, that was happy to see could successfully reach its main goal com-

Annals of Glaciology

Annals of

Glaciology

Annals et al.,
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Baroudi, D., Sovilla, B. and Thibert, E., : Com-

parison of avalanche pressure measurements: pie-

zo-electric load cells versus deformation inverse

analysis.

April , Snow & Ava-

lanche Study Establishment, Manali, India, .

Bhutiyani, M.R., Daleep Singh Thakur, Hari Singh

Thakur, Rajesh Chand Thakur, R.P. Shukla, .

Investigations on the occurrence of ‘low-albedo’

snowfall events and their implications in North-

western Himalayas: a case study.

April

, Snow & Avalanche Study Establishment,

Manali, India, .

Kang, S., Qin, D., Mayewski, P.A. and Xie, S., :

Evidence of the Kuwaiti oil fires in the Dasuopu

Glacier ice core, central Himalayas,

( ), .

munication of science and creation of new con- than that from JSSI (US$ , ) and I am dee-

tacts and ideas between scientists. ply grateful and proud to have this honor to be

P.S. Mid-week excursions included trips to awarded for travelling.

Naggar (N. Roerich Art Gallery) and to newly

constructed colorful Tibetan monasteries. Fi-

nally, after the symposium some foreign par- E. Podolskiy would like to express his deep

ticipants took o to the mountains for back- gratitude to Dr. A. Sakai (Graduate School of

country skiing, some came back to New Delhi, Environmental Studies, Nagoya Univ.) and to

to spend a day in Agra and see the magic of the Inoue Fund for Field Science of Japanese

the Taj Mahal before taking long flights back Society of Snow and Ice for help to make the

home or to the next symposium in Vienna travel to his first International Symposium, to

(EGU ; Okamoto ). India and to the Himalaya Mts., in particular,

possible. Without their support this interest-

ing and fruitful visit would never have been

Just a few days before submission of ab- realized. Also E. Podolskiy is grateful to all

stracts to ISSA ‘ was announced, horrible co-authors for their contribution to the paper

news from Mumbai shocked the world on (Podolskiy ), presented at ISSA ‘ ,

of November : at least people were which was welcomed with interest and kindly

killed and more than wounded by shooting recommended to be resubmitted from the

and bombing attacks across India largest city to the

by a terrorist organization from Pakistan. (at the time of this issue of going to

Two nuclear powers, India and Pakistan, have press, the manuscript is under review), and

a long-lasting hard relationship and hatred would like to express gratitude to Dr. D. A.

against each other. Avalanche research in Short (HyARC, Nagoya University) for his

India, conducted by SASE, is deeply rooted in help with polishing the English.

this conflict, because security of troops in ava-

lanche prone areas on the border with Paki-

stan remains one of the most important issues

for this region. Every single Indian soldier,

before going to snowy mountains, would be

taught the basics of avalanche safety. Thus

the conference became the first IGS sponsored

event, there you could easily meet a highly-

ranked military man who had killed Paki-

stani people with his own hands while doing

his job in this hard region.

Pakistani Ajmal Amir ( ), the only Mumbai

attacker captured alive, told that “

” he was o ered to pay his

family US$ , for participation in the at-

tacks. . . For traveling to ISSA ‘ I got more

Abstracts of the IGS Symposium on Snow

and Avalanches,

Abstracts of the

IGS Symposium on Snow and Avalanches,

J. Glaciol.,

et al.,

et al.,

An-

nals of Glaciology Journal of Glaciology

Seppyo

We are dying

of poverty and hunger. . . If you give me regular

meals and money I will do the same for you that

I did for them
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